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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professor:  William R. Frensley, PhD 
 
 
 
 
Accurate measurement of substrate temperature is one of the most critical process control 

parameters for molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth.  Band-edge thermometry instruments 

have proven to be a valuable tool for process control during MBE growth of semiconductor 

films, providing as high as ±1 °C temperature resolution. 

The increasing use of InAs, GaSb, and AlSb III-V materials necessitates a method for accurately 

measuring the temperature of their lattice-matched GaSb substrates.  Current-technology 

instruments typically rely on InGaAs detector materials which have a maximum wavelength λ 

detection of ~1.7 µm, but GaSb substrates have a band gap corresponding to > 2 µm wavelength.   

MBE growth needs a band-edge thermometry instrument capable of λ > 2 µm for process 

control.  Such an instrument has been developed using an InAs/InGaSb strained-layer 

superlattice detector sensitive sensitive to 2-9.5 µm long-wave IR wavelengths. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION1 

Accurate measurement of substrate temperature is one of the most critical process control 

parameters for molecular beam epitaxy growth [1].  Band-edge thermometry instruments have 

proven to be a valuable tool for process control during MBE growth of semiconductor films, 

providing as high as ±1 °C temperature resolution [2]. 

The increasing use of InAs, GaSb, and AlSb III-V materials necessitates a method for 

accurately measuring the temperature of their lattice-matched GaSb substrates.  Current-

technology instruments typically rely on InGaAs detector materials which have a maximum 

wavelength λ detection of ~1.7 µm [3], but GaSb substrates have a band gap corresponding to > 

2 µm wavelength.   

MBE growth needs a band-edge thermometry instrument capable of λ > 2 µm for process 

control.  Such an instrument has been developed using a Type II band alignment [4] detector 

sensitive to these long-wave IR wavelengths. 

 

1.1 Introduction to Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and MBE Reactors 

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an established and versatile technique for growing 

high-quality III-V semiconductor films with high spatial resolution and strong control of abrupt 

interfaces [5].  A substrate is placed in a reactor under ultra-high vacuum conditions and has 

                                                 

1 Portions adapted from J. Marquis, K. Roodenko, P. Pinsukanjana, and W. Frensley, Review of Scientific Instruments 89, 
074903 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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molecular beams of materials directed at it from effusion cells, as pictured in Figure 1-1.  The 

control of which cells are active and their rates of radiation is what primarily determines the 

composition of the crystal films.  The substrate is backed by heater elements, and control of the 

substrate temperature strongly determines the growth rates and quality. 

 

 

Figure 1-1: A typical MBE reactor configuration 
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1.1.1 The Importance of Temperature Control 

The main strength of molecular beam epitaxy is its ability for fine control and high 

quality results.  The most significant process control parameter for MBE is substrate 

temperature. 

Substrate temperature directly affects the growth rate of the epitaxial layer, and a 

difference of even 2% can produce unusable devices.  Another factor for material quality is 

surface mobility.  Insufficient temperatures will result in greater number of defects and will 

prevent smooth interfaces between different epitaxial material layers.  The sticking coefficients 

of the impinging particles are also temperature dependent, and tight temperature control is 

required to achieve the desired composition.  Elevated temperatures increase material desorption 

and even decomposition, resulting in incorrect composition and reducing material quality. 

 

1.1.2 In Situ Measurement Challenges 

The two primary methods historically used for substrate temperature measurement in 

MBE reactors are thermocouples and pyrometers.  Both of these have challenges that greatly 

reduce their accuracy. 

MBE reactors used for production typically have thermocouples mounted on the substrate 

heater, a requirement for sample platens to be rotated or loaded and unloaded.  This simple 

configuration introduces large errors in temperature accuracy, even up to 200 °C [6]. 

Pyrometers use the substrate black-body emission to determine temperature.  These 

detectors have their own challenges.  There is very low intensity signal at temperatures below 
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500 °C.  Stray light from the system, especially from the effusion cells, also impacts accuracy.  

Film coating of the pyrometer viewport reduces optical transmission and introduces issues [7].  

Additionally, the epitaxial growth itself produces changes in the sample emissivity.  If these 

challenges are addressed, pyrometers can be much more accurate at usually within 10 °C of 

actual temperatures. 

Still there are many temperature-critical MBE growths that require greater accuracy, such 

as distributed Bragg reflectors or quantum dots. 

The reactor's physical configuration presents its own challenges.  Obviously, the 

substrates being contained in a vacuum chamber precludes most all but optical measurement 

techniques, and those are through limited viewports that are prone to filming over with material 

deposition.   

 

Figure 1-2: Rotation of the substrate compensates for uneven deposition 
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Production reactors use platens of substrates rather than single wafers.  The size of the 

platen exacerbates the uneven deposition described in Figure 1-2, so the platen is rotated during 

growth.  This results in a moving target and fluctuating distance between the viewport and the 

platen due to rotational wobble. 

 

1.2 Introduction to Band-Edge Thermometry 

Band-edge thermometry is now an established and valuable measurement tool.  The 

different configurations that utilize substrate transparency to wavelengths of less energy than the 

band gap are called band-edge thermometry [8][9], infrared transmission thermometry 

[10][11][12], or diffuse reflectance spectroscopy [13][14][15].  These variations all use the same 

mechanism, described below. 

 

1.2.1 Mechanism 

Band-edge thermometry uses the energy band gap characteristic of semiconductors.  The 

semiconductor is transparent to light that has an energy less than the band gap energy, and will 

absorb higher-energy light, creating electron-hole pairs.  For transmission thermometry, a 

substrate is backlit by a broadband light source.  By measuring the wavelengths of transmitted 

light with a spectrometer, the absorption "edge" can be determined, indicating the band gap 

energy.   
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Since the band gap is dependent on temperature, the material temperature can be 

determined.  The relationship between band gap energy 𝐸  and material temperature 𝑇 can be 

described by the semi-empirical equation by Varshni [16][17] 

 𝐸 = 𝐸 −  (1-1) 

where 𝐸 = 𝐸 (𝑇 = 0) and for GaAs, 𝛼 = 7.021 x 10  eV/K and 𝛽 = 1108 K. 

This shrinking of the band gap as the material temperature increases is illustrated in 

Figure 1-3. 

 

 

Figure 1-3: Example absorption edge shift during heating of a GaAs substrate 
 

 

Since this technique relies on wavelength rather than intensity, it does not experience the 

same challenges that optical pyrometers do, such as shifts in substrate emissivity or viewport 

coating.   
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1.2.2 Current Technology and Limitations 

Band-edge thermometry has been demonstrated by many research groups.  As an 

instrument it has been developed into commercial products.  However, existing implementations 

of band-edge thermometry have focused on the mature III-V market using GaAs or InP 

substrates.  These instruments depend on InGaAs detector devices which have a maximum 

wavelength λ detection of ~1.7 µm [3], as shown in Figure 1-4, but GaSb substrates have a band 

gap energy corresponding to λ > 2 µm. 

 

 

Figure 1-4: Typical spectral response for InGaAs detectors [18]2 
 

 

                                                 

2 ©2018 Gigahertz-Optik, reprinted with permission 
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1.3 Motivation 

The commercially emerging 6.1 Å III-V materials, namely InAs, GaSb, and AlSb, are 

promising for many device applications.  These include high-speed low-power transistors [19], 

mid-infrared lasers [20], long-wavelength detectors [21], high speed resonant tunneling diodes 

[22], and atmospheric sensing applications [23]. 

As shown in Figure 1-5, these 6.1 Å III-V materials are not suited to the 5.65 Å GaAs 

substrates due to the large lattice mismatch and its induced defects, and GaSb substrates are 

preferred. 

 

 

Figure 1-5: Semiconductor band gaps displaying the large difference between GaAs and GaSb 

substrates[24]3 

                                                 

3 Reprinted from Infrared Physics & Technology, 48(1), A. Rogalski, P. Martyniuk, “InAs/GaInSb superlattices as a promising 
material system for third generation infrared detectors,” 39-52, 2006, with permission from Elsevier 
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Band-edge thermometry instruments provide essential temperature characterization and 

process control for MBE growths.  However, the current technology instruments do not have the 

spectral range required for GaSb substrates.  A long-wavelength IR detector-based instrument is 

needed to fill this gap in MBE temperature measurement capability. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE LWIR BE INSTRUMENT4 

2.1 Design of LWIR BE Apparatus 

The proposed long-wave IR band-edge (LWIR BE) instrument is similar in components, 

mechanism, and analysis to traditional BE instruments, with a few key differences discussed 

here. 

 

2.1.1 Design of LWIR BE Components 

 

 

Figure 2-1: LWIR BE physical configuration 

                                                 

4 Portions adapted from J. Marquis, K. Roodenko, P. Pinsukanjana, and W. Frensley, Review of Scientific Instruments 89, 
074903 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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Figure 2-1 illustrates the physical configuration of the instrument setup.  A broadband 

light source backlights the substrate to provide the transmission source.  This can be the substrate 

heater elements, but could also be a special purpose source directed through a quartz or 

germanium light pipe to the backside of the wafer. 

After the transmitted light passes through the reactor and viewport, a focusing mirror is 

used rather than a lens in order to reduce chromatic aberration.   

The next component in the optical path is an optical fiber.  This can aid in alignment, 

discussed later, and has the practical advantage of placing the rest of the system in an accessible 

location. 

An Oriel MS125 spectrograph houses the diffraction grating and associated optics.  This 

is discussed in more detail in the following section. 

The diffracted light is directed into a long-wave infrared (LWIR) focal plane array (FPA) 

camera fabricated and packaged by Qmagiq, LLC.  This camera uses an InAs/InGaSb SLS 

detector, called variously a "W," broken gap, or Type II band alignment device.  These detectors, 

shown in Figure 2-2, can be tailored to a wide range of response wavelengths solely by adjusting 

the InAs layer thickness, even into the tens of microns [24]. 

This FPA has a spectral response of 2 µm up to 9.5 µm.  The reason for the low cutoff at 

2 µm is that the camera has a Germanium window in its Integrated Dewar Cooler Assembly 

(IDCA), which has a spectral transmission shown in Figure 2-3. The FPA is 320x256 pixels with 

a 30 µm pitch. 
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Figure 2-2: InAs/GaInSb strained layer superlattice: (a) band edge diagram illustrating the 
confined electron and hole minibands which form the energy band gap; (b) change in cut-off 

wavelength with change in one superlattice parameter, the InAs layer width[24]5 
 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Transmission spectra for Germanium[25]6 

                                                 

5 Reprinted from Infrared Physics & Technology, 48(1), A. Rogalski, P. Martyniuk, “InAs/GaInSb superlattices as a promising 
material system for third generation infrared detectors,” 39-52, 2006, with permission from Elsevier 

6 ©2018 Thorlabs, Inc., reprinted with permission 



The final components are the computer used for image acquisition from the camera, and 

custom software to perform the

 

2.1.2 Design of Optics 

The wavelength region of interest, 1.8 to 2.65 µm, corresponding to up to 600°C, was 

calculated from previously published empirical measurements for GaSb transmission spectra

[26]. 

MBE reactor viewport windows’ material is commonly quartz

in Figure 2-4 was measured with an FTIR spectrometer.  

spectral range requirements, but if needed a Germanium viewport could be used, providing the 

same transmittance as the camera's internal windows.

 

Figure 
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The final components are the computer used for image acquisition from the camera, and 

custom software to perform the image capture and data analysis. 

ength region of interest, 1.8 to 2.65 µm, corresponding to up to 600°C, was 

calculated from previously published empirical measurements for GaSb transmission spectra

MBE reactor viewport windows’ material is commonly quartz.  The transmittance shown 

was measured with an FTIR spectrometer.  It appears that this is adequate for these 

spectral range requirements, but if needed a Germanium viewport could be used, providing the 

ttance as the camera's internal windows. 

Figure 2-4: Transmittance for quartz viewport 
 

 

The final components are the computer used for image acquisition from the camera, and 

ength region of interest, 1.8 to 2.65 µm, corresponding to up to 600°C, was 

calculated from previously published empirical measurements for GaSb transmission spectra 

The transmittance shown 

It appears that this is adequate for these 

spectral range requirements, but if needed a Germanium viewport could be used, providing the 
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The optical fiber used to transfer the signal from the focusing mirror located at the 

viewport to the spectrograph is another design item that requires consideration.  A zirconium 

fluoride fiber was selected for its low attenuation in our 1.8 to 2.65 µm wavelength region of 

interest, shown in Figure 2-5. 

 

  

Figure 2-5: Attenuation curves for fluoride fibers [27]7 
 

 

This fiber is arranged in a bundle, with a coaxial arrangement that splits to two ferrules, 

as illustrated in Figure 2-6.  This allows backlighting with a laser spot in the center bundle, 

aiding in alignment on the MBE reactor, described later in Section 3.3. 

 

                                                 

7 ©2018 Thorlabs, Inc., reprinted with permission 
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Figure 2-6: Optical fiber bundle arrangement with center alignment fiber 
 

 

Spectrograph selection is simpler.  The main design parameter is matching the exit focal 

length to that of the camera so that no extra optical interfaces are required, possibly introducing 

chromatic aberration. 

The diffraction grating is a critical component of the system.  Its blaze wavelength should 

be centered in our region of interest, and it should maintain adequate efficiency for our full 

range. A line density of 85 l/mm is selected to be compatible with the camera FPA of 320 pixels 

at 30 µm pitch.  The chosen reflection grating and its efficiency is shown in Figure 2-7. 

 

/
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Figure 2-7: Richardson Gratings 755R, an 85 line/mm diffraction grating for use in the 1.8 to 2.6 
µm region [28]8 

 
 

2.1.3 Image Acquisition 

The LWIR FPA camera acquires images up to 60 frames per second, and provides them 

through an industry-standard Camera Link interface.   

                                                 

8 ©2018 Newport Corporation, reprinted with permission 
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An Imperx frame grabber is used to retrieve the images from the camera.  National 

Instruments' IMAQ drivers are used to pull the images into a software application for analysis. 

 

2.2 Example Data 

After image processing, discussed in Section 4.1, the useful resulting data looks like 

Figure 2-8.  The left pane shows the image captured by the FPA camera, after image processing 

is done.  The transmission curve derived from this image, shown on the right, shows the band 

gap absorption edge.  The red cursor is where the data analysis determined the inflection point of 

the transmission curve.   

 

 

Figure 2-8: Example of processed data and detected inflection point 
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2.3 Optical Alignment 

Correlating pixel column to wavelength is done during optical alignment.  A broadband 

light source illuminates the input to the instrument.  By interposing filters with known 

wavelengths, the optics can be aligned so that the expected wavelength ranges fall within the 

camera image, as shown in Figure 2-9.  Analyzing the resulting filter images provides the 

absorption edges' pixel columns corresponding to known wavelengths. 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Ensuring alignment captures wavelength domain of interest by using optical filters at 
both ends of the domain 

 

2.4 Software Overview 

A significant component of the instrument is the software required to take raw images 

and analyze them to determine actionable data.  A custom software application was created to 
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acquire, process, analyze, and present the necessary data in an automated, real-time fashion.  

This makes the instrument useful for process control.  Real-time display of the processed images 

at full frame rate also greatly aids in optical alignment and testing. 

The software was written in LabVIEW™ and used National Instruments IMAQ drivers 

for image acquisition from the Camera Link interface on the FPA camera.  A simplified diagram 

of the software architecture is shown in Figure 2-10.  Separate processes (threads) were used to 

increase performance reliability and ensure acquisition throughput was sufficient to keep up with 

the camera frame rate.  Buffers were used to pass image data between processes. 

A more detailed description of the image processing and analysis is covered in Section 

4.1.  A detailed review of the LabVIEW code can be found in APPENDIX B. 
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Figure 2-10: Overview of custom software architecture 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP9 

The instrument was set up for bench top testing, with plans for later being installed and 

used on an MBE reactor.  Bench top testing validated the instrument design, proved functionality 

of the optics and camera, and provided the opportunity to test performance of the software 

analysis routine.  To prevent material decomposition of substrates heated in atmosphere, SiN 

coated GaSb substrates were used.  The absorption edge shift seen on the bench top 

configuration is similar to what is expected on the MBE reactor. 

 

3.1 Bench Top Setup and Wavelength Correlation 

The physical configuration of the bench top testing is shown in Figure 3-1.  It used an on-

hand FTIR light source in fixed scan position, the spectrometer, the camera, and the software 

application.  Focusing lenses were used in place of the focusing mirror used at the MBE 

viewport.  A metal base was fabricated to retain a GaSb substrate in a vertical position.  This 

assembly was placed on a laboratory hot plate to heat the substrate for the bench top testing, in 

order to show absorption edge shift similar to what is expected on the MBE reactor.  A SiN-

coated GaSb substrate was used to prevent decomposition of the substrate while heating in 

atmospheric conditions. 

 

                                                 

9 Portions adapted from J. Marquis, K. Roodenko, P. Pinsukanjana, and W. Frensley, Review of Scientific Instruments 89, 
074903 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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Figure 3-1: Bench top configuration using a FTIR broadband light source, hotplate, and the 
LWIR BE instrument 

 
 

3.2 Verification of Measurement Integrity 

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the instrument was determined using an image taken 

with the light source transmitted through the wafer, referenced to an image taken immediately 

after with the light source turned off, using the traditional relation 

 𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  (3-1) 

where 𝜇  is the mean of the signal with the light source on and 𝜎  is the standard deviation of 

the signal with the light source off. 
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Figure 3-2: Favorable signal to noise ratio of 312.7 with a wafer hotplate temperature of 80°C 
 

 

The SNR = 312.7 (24.95 dB) when the wafer hotplate was at 80°C.  Raising the hotplate 

temperature to 400°C, the SNR = 292.2 (24.66 dB).  Examining Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3, it can 

be seen that the signal is strongly dependent on light transmission and the substrate’s black body 

radiation does not significantly contribute to the signal intensity. 
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Figure 3-3: Similar signal to noise ratio of 292.2 with a wafer hotplate temperature of 400°C 
 

 

These SNR measurements were done using a single acquired image.  The software 

program can integrate multiple image frames to improve SNR as needed, at the sacrifice of the 

temperature measurement update rate. 

The diffraction grating angle is controlled with an optical micrometer.  Additional bench 

top trials were made using different grating alignments to ensure consistent instrument response 

independent of relative optical alignment.  The positive results shown in Figure 3-4 verify that 

the relative optical alignment does not impact the measurement response. 
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Figure 3-4: Consistent response slope across trials at various spectrograph grating alignments 
 

 

3.3 Transfer to MBE Reactor 

Transfer to the MBE reactor is done by adding the previously described optical fiber.  

The focusing mirror is placed at the view port, along with the combined fiber bundle.  The center 

fiber(s), which are split to a secondary ferrule, can be illuminated by a bright light source, such 

as a simple diode laser.  The result is an alignment spot inside the MBE reactor that can be used 

to focus and align the fiber bundle and mirror with the substrates on the MBE platen. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS METHODS10 

For this LWIR BE instrument to be practically useful for process control, the image 

acquisition and analysis must be performed in real-time.  Real-time display of acquired images 

was also required to enable optical alignment of the instrument components.  This chapter 

discusses the steps in the analysis process, from the original image data format to the final 

determination of substrate temperature.  

 

4.1 Image Processing 

Image processing consists of acquisition, background subtraction, normalization, 

detection of the region of interest, and resolving the absorption curve. 

 

4.1.1 Image Frame Data Representation 

The FPA camera provides grayscale 320 x 256 pixel width images in 8 bit resolution.  

This work’s processing algorithms were originally developed to use unsigned 8-bit integer (U8) 

numeric representation of the image intensity.  However, this required extra handling to prevent 

wrapping at the 0/255 edge of a U8 representation.  One example is when images were added or 

subtracted from each other.    

                                                 

10 Portions adapted from J. Marquis, K. Roodenko, P. Pinsukanjana, and W. Frensley, Review of Scientific Instruments 89, 
074903 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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The source code was changed to use unsigned 16-bit integer (U16) numeric 

representation for each image frame.  This allowed simpler and much faster algorithms during 

numerical operations, typically only requiring a simple offset of pixel values before combining 

images.  The execution of the algorithms on standard computers was processor limited rather 

than memory constrained, so this was a reasonable approach. 

A second type and representation was created for integrating frames over time.  The use 

case for this is when the image intensity is too low for the automated algorithms to provide 

reliable results.  Then the images are collected and combined over a user-selectable duration.  

For these “integration frames” a 64-bit floating point (Double) numeric representation was 

chosen.  The primary reason for this was so that an arbitrary duration could be used without 

saturating an integer representation.  While extremely long integration times could result in later 

frames no longer contributing to the total due to normal floating point behavior, practical 

integration times are not so lengthy. 

In addition to the streaming images during operation, each image frame has a 

corresponding background image for later background subtraction.  These matched the numeric 

representation of their counterpart, namely U16 for single images and Double for integrated 

frames.  Integrated frames have their background image integrated with each incoming frame to 

ensure correct background subtraction later. 

 

4.1.2 Background Subtraction 

In order to reduce noise and isolate real signal from stray light, bright pixels in the FPA 

array, and thermal noise, a background subtraction routine was implemented.   
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Figure 4-1: Example of background subtraction with A) the raw image, B) the captured 
background image, and C) the resulting clear image 
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A reference background image can be captured and subsequently subtracted pixel by 

pixel from all acquired images during an operation session.  If the signal intensity is too low, the 

images can be integrated over a period of time (number of frames) as described above. 

Background subtraction of a sample image is shown in Figure 4-1.  Note each image is 

scaled for its own maximum and minimum pixel values and comparing the scales demonstrates 

the process. 

 

4.1.3 Normalization 

The subsequent steps in the image processing routine are analogous to detecting an object 

and its edges.  A common need for image processing, the next step is to improve the image 

contrast by normalizing the pixel values to use the full 8-bit scale. 

In order to disregard low level visual noise, and bright or dark pixels in the focal plane 

array, a value trimming method was developed.  Using the example image in Figure 4-2A, 

histogram is created for all pixel values present in the image, as shown in Figure 4-2B.   

Uncommonly bright or dark pixels were determined by using a minimum count 

threshold.  A threshold of 50 counts was determined to perform well consistently across many 

images and general intensities.  The first value from each end of the histogram that exceeded this 

threshold was determined to be the minimum and maximum values of actual signal rather than 

noise.  The red cursors on the histogram in Figure 4-2B illustrate the minimum and maximum 

values detected in this sample image. The pixel values outside this domain are coerced to these 

max/min values, and the entire image is scaled to the 8-bit 0-255 range, shown in Figure 4-2C. 
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Figure 4-2: Histogram-based trim of image noise with A) example image, B) histogram of pixel 
values with the detected trim values at the red cursors, and C) normalized image 
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4.1.4 Determining the Region of Interest 

The next step is to convert the 2D image into a 1D intensity curve.  This was 

accomplished by accumulating pixels’ intensity in each column into a scalar value, resulting in 

the familiar absorption curve.  Since the hot spot of transmitted light is only in part of the frame, 

the dark region does nothing for this vertical accumulation except contribute signal noise.  The 

clarity of the transmission curve was greatly improved by selectively determining the region of 

interest (ROI) in each image frame.  This is important for reliable processing and easy detection 

of the inflection point of the absorption edge.  An example of the effect of a defined ROI is 

shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Average intensity across pixel columns without a defined region of interest 
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Figure 4-4: Improved clarity of transmission curve using a defined region of interest 
 

 

The selection of the ROI for each frame was automated in the software application.  

Although the transmission curve is evaluated by examining the pixel columns, to determine the 

ROI the rows of pixels were examined, as shown in Figure 4-5.  The resulting intensity curve 

was evaluated and the high-value “edges” were found.  This was used to define the upper and 

lower row boundaries of the ROI on the original image.  The full width of the original image was 

used since that is our full spectral range. 
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Figure 4-5: Evaluating the average values for each pixel row 
 

 

Since the curve of the average row values is typically noisy, determining rising edges 

using differentiation was not effective, and curve fitting required too much processing time for 

our camera frame rate.  An alternate algorithm was developed to find an intensity threshold value 

above which is our region of interest.  Since a threshold is independent of location, the row 

values were sorted and differentiation was performed on the now smooth curve.  The intensity 

threshold is found by using the intensity value located where the derivative exceeds one half of 

the maximum value of the derivative curve, shown in Figure 4-6.  This algorithm is efficient, 

quick to execute, and reliable even with noisy image data. 
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Figure 4-6: Calculating the intensity threshold used to determine the image ROI 
 

 

Returning to the original pixel row intensities curve shown in Figure 4-5, a search is 

performed from each end of the curve (corresponding to the top and bottom of the camera image) 

until several consecutive values are above the threshold, indicating the edge of the region of 

interest.  If an edge is not found, the ROI is set to the edge of the image.  This typically happens 

when the hot spot in the image is touching the upper or lower edge of the image. 

Applying the discovered region of interest to the image is illustrated in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7: Applying the discovered region of interest to the original image 
 

4.1.5 Obtaining the Absorption Curve 

At this point, resolving the absorption curve is a simple matter.  A subset of the image 

defined by the region of interest is obtained.  Each column in this image subset is averaged, 

providing an intensity curve over the pixel columns.  This is illustrated graphically in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: Resolving the absorption curve.  A) The original image, B) the subset defined by the 
region of interest, and C) the average values of each pixel column  
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4.2 Wavelength-to-Pixel Column Correlation Using Optical Filters 

The correlation of pixel columns to their respective wavelengths is determined during 

optical alignment.   

An on-hand FTIR light source in fixed scan position combined with narrow band IR 

filters was used to provide known wavelength incident light to the spectrometer, preferably near 

the edges of the wavelength region of interest.  The grating and camera position was then 

adjusted to place the spectral hot spots at the edges of the camera view, as shown in Figure 4-9.  

These hot spots also provide the pixel-to-wavelength correlation needed for the analysis routine, 

as shown in the overlaid filter images in Figure 4-10.   

 

 

Figure 4-9: Using different filters to determine pixel columns' corresponding wavelength 
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Figure 4-10: Overlay image and summed column values illustrate pixel-to-wavelength 
correlation 

 

 

Previous discussion reviewed the automated selection of the region of interest (ROI) by 

the image processing algorithm.  Since these measurements were so critical, the images’ ROIs 

were selected manually based on a real-time view of the transmission curve as ROI adjustments 

were made, as shown in Figure 4-11.  This allowed manual optimization of the transmission 

curve noise. 

 



Figure 4-11: Manual selection of region

 

Similarly, the inflection point of the absorption edge was not the point of interest in these 

measurements.  The pixel column was also manually selected at the center of the hot spot.  This 

corresponds to the center wavelength of the optical filters.

39 

: Manual selection of region-of-interest with custom software utility
 

larly, the inflection point of the absorption edge was not the point of interest in these 

measurements.  The pixel column was also manually selected at the center of the hot spot.  This 

corresponds to the center wavelength of the optical filters. 

 

 

interest with custom software utility 

larly, the inflection point of the absorption edge was not the point of interest in these 

measurements.  The pixel column was also manually selected at the center of the hot spot.  This 
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In each of the following pairs of images, both images were taken at the same optical 

alignment.  An optical filter wheel was used to change filters.  The light source was kept 

constant.  Each pair used a different optical alignment or grating angle to verify these changes 

did not impact the wavelength delta per pixel column.  An example of two pairs can be seen in 

Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-12: Images taken with 2050 nm and 2400 nm filters, respectively 
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Figure 4-13: Images taken with 2400 nm and 2710 nm filters, respectively 
 

 

The following pair used a grating angle that did not capture the entire filtered 

transmission box for the second filter, as seen in Figure 4-14.  Thus this pair could not be used to 

establish a pixel to wavelength correlation.  However, this pair was still useful to verify the 

wavelength delta per pixel column by using the rising edge of the transmission curve and the 

filters’ wavelength difference.  This method remained in agreement with the previous results. 
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Figure 4-14: Images taken with 2050 nm and 2400 nm filters, respectively, with incorrectly 
chosen grating angle 

 
 

For this final pair, the use of a slit aperture was attempted.  The purpose was to determine 

if the background radiation could be reduced, resulting in a better signal to noise ratio.  

Unfortunately, the reduction in signal throughput was too great, as can be seen in Figure 4-15 

below.  However there was excellent agreement with the same set of filters shown in Figure 

4-12, within 1 pixel of the 135 pixel difference between the two filters. 
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Figure 4-15: Images taken with 2050 nm and 2400 nm filters, respectively, slit aperture used 
 

 

These trials all had excellent agreement in regards to wavelength resolution per pixel, as 

summarized in Table 4-1 below. 
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Table 4-1: Summary Results of Filter Tests of Wavelength to Pixel Span 
 

Data Set Filter 1 
(nm) 

Filter 2 
(nm) 

Center 
Pixel 

Column 1 

Center 
Pixel 

Column 2 

Filter 
Delta 
(nm) 

Pixel 
Column 

Delta 

Wavelength 
Step/Pixel 

(nm) 
Figure 
4-15 

2050 2400 117 253 350 136 2.574 

Figure 
4-12 

2050 2400 88 223 350 135 2.593 

Figure 
4-13 

2400 2710 125 245 310 120 2.583 

        
Data Set Filter 1 

(nm) 
Filter 2 
(nm) 

Rising 
Edge 
Pixel 

Column 1 

Rising 
Edge 
Pixel 

Column 2 

Filter 
Delta 
(nm) 

Pixel 
Column 

Delta 

Wavelength 
Step/Pixel 

(nm) 

Figure 
4-14 

2050 2400 39 174 350 135 2.593 

        
      Average: 2.586 
      Std Dev: 0.00910 

 
 

The resultant average wavelength step per pixel from Table 4-1 provides a linear relation 

for each grating alignment position used in the measurement trials, where 𝑃 is the pixel column, 

from 0 to 319, and 𝜆 is in nanometers. 

𝜆 = 2.586𝑃 + 1496.7     for grating micrometer position 1.033 

𝜆 = 2.586𝑃 + 1540.7     for grating micrometer position 1.037 

𝜆 = 2.586𝑃 + 1724.2     for grating micrometer position 1.500 

𝜆 = 2.586𝑃 + 2076.8     for grating micrometer position 1.525 
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4.3 Determining Substrate Temperature 

Two methods have proven useful for determining the absorption edge, shown in Figure 

4-16.  The first is by using the inflection point of the absorption edge.  An alternate method is to 

fit a line to the rising edge and use its intersection point with the x-axis, the "knee" wavelength.  

The alternate knee method is useful when noise in the transmission signal makes determining the 

inflection point challenging. 

 

 

Figure 4-16: Two methods for tracking the absorption edge 
 

 

After the absorption edge is detected, the corresponding wavelength needs to be 

calibrated to an absolute temperature.  Recently, experimental results have been published 

correlating the band-edge wavelength and substrate temperature for GaSb [26].  The empirical 

results obtained can be seen in Figure 4-17, and were characterized by the fourth-order 

polynomial fit 

 𝐸 cm-1 = 𝑎 + 𝑎 𝑇 + 𝑎 𝑇 + 𝑎 𝑇 + 𝑎 𝑇  (4-1) 
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where 𝑎 = 5629 cm-1, 

𝑎 = -4.84 cm-1/°C, 

𝑎 = 1.01 x 10  cm-1/°C , 

𝑎 = -2.27 x 10  cm-1/°C , and 

𝑎 = 1.79 x 10  cm-1/°C . 

 

 

Figure 4-17: Inflection points of GaSb transmission spectra for substrate temperatures11 
 

 

This relation, combined with the previously described wavelength to pixel correlation, is 

used to determine GaSb substrate temperature as a function of the absorption edge pixel position. 
                                                 

11 Reprinted from M. J. Yang, W. J. Moore, C. H. Yang, et al, Journal of Applied Physics 85, 9 (1999), with the permission of 
AIP Publishing. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DATA AND RESULTS12 

5.1 Bench Top Data Results 

Measurements of the wafer transmission were made over the range of temperatures 

available via the hotplate.  Multiple trials were performed, both heating and cooling to ensure 

there were no unexpected hysteresis effects.  The multiple data series taken at different optical 

alignments shown in Figure 5-1 is an excellent demonstration of the consistency in the shift of 

the absorption edge with hotplate temperature. 

 

 

Figure 5-1: Multiple measurement trials demonstrate consistent behavior  

                                                 

12 Portions adapted from J. Marquis, K. Roodenko, P. Pinsukanjana, and W. Frensley, Review of Scientific Instruments 89, 
074903 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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Since it was shown in Section 3.2 that the response slope is independent of optical 

alignment, each trial has been referenced to the same wavelength at 80° C, the minimum 

measureable temperature, to ignore the alignment differences.  The results in Figure 5-2 

demonstrate consistent correlation of the absorption edge wavelength to hotplate temperature.   

 

 

Figure 5-2: Positive correlation of tracked absorption edge wavelength with increasing 
temperature 

 
 

Using the calculation methods discussed in Section 4.3, along with the absorption spectra 

previously published [26], the substrate temperatures were calculated, shown in Figure 5-3.  

These calculated wafer temperatures did not match the hotplate temperatures, despite showing 

trending agreement.  This is due to inefficient heat transfer from the hotplate through the metal 
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block wafer holder to the wafer itself, compared to the previous work’s use of a precision 

furnace for temperature control. 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Wafer temperatures calculated from transmission spectra trend with hotplate 
temperatures 

 
 

5.2 MBE Reactor Data Results 

After this stage was complete, the instrument was transferred to the MBE reactor.  

Similar behavior is expected, with absorption edge tracking changes in temperature.  The MBE 

reactor provided its own challenges to signal strength, background noise, and cross-correlation 

that needed to be resolved.  LWIR BE temperatures can be compared to established pyrometer 
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and thermocouple measurements.  Additionally, an absolute temperature reference can be 

obtained with a RHEED sensor for the known surface desorption temperature. 

5.2.1 MBE Platen Heater Measurements 

The following series of measurements are taken with the instrument installed on the MBE 

reactor.  There is no substrate present and the instrument is directly imaging the heating elements 

the reactor uses to maintain substrate temperature.  The results are shown in Figure 5-4 through 

Figure 5-8.  While there is a strong signal when the heater is at high power, it can be seen that 

the signal intensity drops significantly when the heater is a low power.  The dull glow at low 

power is an insufficient light source for band-edge transmission. 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Measurement directly imaging MBE reactor heater element, at setpoint 600°C, heater 
power 40 (AU) 
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Figure 5-5: Measurement directly imaging MBE reactor heater element at setpoint 550°C, heater 
power 38 (AU) 

 
 

 

Figure 5-6: Measurement directly imaging MBE reactor heater element at setpoint 450°C, heater 
power 25 (AU) 
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Figure 5-7: Measurement directly imaging MBE reactor heater element at setpoint 400°C, heater 
power 23.3 (AU) 

 
 

 

Figure 5-8: Measurement directly imaging MBE reactor heater element at setpoint 280°C, heater 
power 10 (AU) 
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5.2.2 Substrate Measurements in the MBE Reactor 

Transmission measurements were next taken with a double-side polished GaSb substrate.  

While the transmitted light was detectable, the low intensity and high noise made detection of 

any inflection point or knee wavelength too challenging to be a reliable process control tool. 

The following results shown in Figure 5-9 through Figure 5-15 are typical of the trials 

using a substrate in the MBE reactor.  The heater power is reported by the MBE reactor control 

software in arbitrary units.  The best imaging is of course at high power, but the temperature set 

points demanded for these tests ran much higher than what would be used for normal crystal 

growth.  A common growth temperature regime is 400-550°C.   

 

 
Figure 5-9: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 650°C, heater power 45 (AU) 
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Figure 5-10: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 600°C, heater power 44 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure 5-11: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 550°C, heater power 33 (AU) 
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Figure 5-12: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 500°C, heater power 30 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure 5-13: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 450°C, heater power 31 (AU) 
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Figure 5-14: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 400°C, heater power 27 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure 5-15: In Situ data set 1, platen heater set point 350°C, heater power 18 (AU) 

 
 

This series of degrading signal strength makes it apparent the platen heating elements 

alone are an inadequate light source for these transmission measurements. 
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5.2.3 Substrate Measurements with Heater Control 

During the trials on the MBE reactor, another challenge was encountered using the platen 

heater as the light source.  The MBE reactor control system maintains the substrate temperature 

with a PID control loop.  When the temperature setpoint is reached, the heater power is greatly 

reduced, also reducing the light source intensity for the LWIR BE instrument.   

An attempt was made to compensate for this issue by temporarily turning the heater 

power to a high intensity while the LWIR BE measurement was made.  Unfortunately, while the 

thermometry measurement results were slightly improved, it proved inconsistent and unreliable.  

Additionally, the most important moments to take a measurement are during critical crystal 

growth events, and the manipulation of the substrate heater outside of the PID control is 

questionable in terms of resulting material quality. 

 

5.2.4 Substrate Measurements using Diffuse Reflectance 

The next setup that was tried on the MBE reactor was using an external light source and 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.  An off-center light source was used in conjunction with a 

substrate having only the front side polished, as shown in Figure 5-16.  The rough back side 

provides a diffusive surface. 
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Figure 5-16: Diffusion Reflectance Method in the MBE Reactor 
 

After ensuring alignment using a laser aid, measurements were taken at different 

substrate temperatures.  Even at high substrate temperatures, the diffused light intensity proved 

too weak to detect.  All measurements were similar to those with the source light turned off. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

Unfortunately, while overcoming the measurement challenges on the MBE reactor, the 

FPA camera became nonfunctional and unrepairable.  However, the promising performance of 

the instrument during bench top experimentation demonstrates the viability of this method (see 

Section 5.1).   

The designed LWIR BE instrument demonstrates the ability to detect and track the band-

edge absorption edge as the substrate changes temperature.  The measured band-edge 
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wavelengths positively correlate to substrate temperature.  The measurements from this LWIR 

BE instrument have a highly consistent response, and are not impacted by alignment changes or 

hysteresis effects.  It was shown that black body radiation does not significantly contribute to the 

transmission measurements.   

The optical system design can be adapted to the MBE reactor geometry.  Calibration can 

be accomplished by using optical filters with known center wavelengths.  An absolute 

temperature reference can be determined using a RHEED detector to find the substrate 

desorption temperature. 

Precision measurement of GaSb substrate temperatures is achievable with a similarly 

designed band-edge thermometry instrument, especially as wide-band, long-wave infrared FPA 

camera technology becomes widely available. 

 

5.4 Opportunities for Future Work 

The MBE reactor’s platen heater is an insufficient light source for reliable absorption 

edge detection at low substrate temperatures.  To improve signal strength on the MBE reactor, it 

is recommended to install a germanium light pipe to illuminate the back side of the substrates 

with a high intensity external light source. 

A larger focal plane array would also allow for a finer diffraction grating, resulting in 

higher resolution wavelength detection and temperature measurement.  Computational speed of 

the image processing algorithms is not a limiting factor with the software architecture chosen, 

even with higher resolution images. 
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Additionally, the LWIR BE instrument could be improved by using a different FPA 

camera IDCA.  One with different window material than Germanium would allow measurements 

at lower temperatures, and could possibly become a dual-use instrument for both GaAs/InP and 

GaSb substrates. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

A.1 Bench Top Data from Substrate Heating and Cooling Trials 

These are the empirical measurements that make up the body of data in this dissertation.  

The following measurements were done with the instrument in the bench top setup.  Each trial 

used a different optical alignment, so they should not be referenced to each other directly.  All 

results, including inflection point positions, are the product of the automated image processing 

and data analysis routines. 

Each trial’s measurements are presented here in chronological order.  Since this was done 

using the laboratory hotplate, after each change to the hotplate temperature adequate time was 

given for the temperatures to stabilize before the measurements were done.   

 

A.1.1 Trial 1, Heating 

The grating angle is adjusted with a micrometer.  This trial used a micrometer position of 

1.033. 
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Figure A-1: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 80°C 

 
 

 
Figure A-2: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 200°C 
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Figure A-3: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 308°C 

 
 

 
Figure A-4: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 380°C (A) 
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Figure A-5: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 380°C (B) 

 
 

 
Figure A-6: Trial 1, grating position 1.033, hotplate set point 380°C (C) 

 
 

A.1.2 Trial 2, Cooling 

In this trial the micrometer position was adjusted slightly to 1.037. 
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Figure A-7: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 385°C (A) 

 
 

Figure A-8: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 385°C (B) 
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Figure A-9: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 380°C 

 
 

Figure A-10: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 300°C 
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Figure A-11: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 250°C 

 
 

Figure A-12: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 200°C 
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Figure A-13: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 150°C 

 
 

Figure A-14: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 100°C (A) 
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Figure A-15: Trial 2, grating position 1.037, hotplate set point 100°C (B) 

 

A.1.3 Trial 3, Heating 

In this trial a micrometer position of 1.5 was used. 

 

 
Figure A-16: Trial 3, grating position 1.5, hotplate set point 87°C 
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Figure A-17: Trial 3, grating position 1.5, hotplate set point 160°C 

 
 

 
Figure A-18: Trial 3, grating position 1.5, hotplate set point 240°C 
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Figure A-19: Trial 3, grating position 1.5, hotplate set point 295°C 

 

 
Figure A-20: Trial 3, grating position 1.5, hotplate set point 388°C 

 
 

A.1.4 Trial 4, Heating and Cooling 

A few measurements were taken using a micrometer position of 1.525. 
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Figure A-21: Trial 4, grating position 1.525, hotplate set point 300°C 

 
 

 
Figure A-22: Trial 4, grating position 1.525, hotplate set point 400°C 
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Figure A-23: Trial 4, grating position 1.525, hotplate set point 150°C 

 

A.2 Additional Substrate Measurements in the MBE Reactor 

As discussed in Section 5.2, the measurements taken from the MBE reactor were 

inconsistent due to inadequate signal strength.  It is concluded that the platen heater elements 

were not a sufficient light source for the wavelengths of interest.  While the transmitted light was 

detectable, the low intensity and high noise made detection of any inflection point or knee 

wavelength too challenging to be a reliable process control tool. 

Similar to the series shown in Section 5.2.2, the following results are another trial using a 

substrate in the MBE reactor.  The two trials used different optical alignments, so their inflection 

points should not be compared against each other. 

The heater power is reported by the MBE reactor control software in arbitrary units.  The 

best imaging is of course at high power, but the temperature set points demanded for these tests 

ran much higher than what would be used for normal crystal growth.  A common growth 

temperature regime is 400-550°C. 
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Figure A-24: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 650°C, heater power 47 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure A-25: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 600°C, heater power 42 (AU) 
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Figure A-26: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 550°C, heater power 39 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure A-27: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 500°C, heater power 34 (AU) 
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Figure A-28: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 450°C, heater power 29 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure A-29: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 400°C, heater power 27 (AU) 
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Figure A-30: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 350°C, heater power 20 (AU) 

 
 

 
Figure A-31: In Situ data set 2, platen heater set point 300°C, heater power 20 (AU) 

 
 

A.3 Investigation of Signal Noise and Black Body Contributions 

The following bench top measurements were to examine the intensity of the transmitted 

light under different circumstances.  Figure A-32 and Figure A-33 show good signal throughput 

and low noise.  Comparing the two figures, it can be seen that the signal is strongly dependent on 
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light transmission and the substrate’s black body radiation does not significantly contribute to the 

signal intensity. 

 

 

Figure A-32: Light source at full power and switched off, hotplate temperature 80°C 
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Figure A-33: Light source at full power and switched off, hotplate temperature 400°C 
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APPENDIX B 

DETAILED SOFTWARE DESIGN 

The custom software is a key component in this LWBE IR thermometry instrument.  A 

high-level review of the image processing is discussed in Section 4.1.  A similarly high-level 

description of the determination of the substrate temperature from the absorption curve is given 

in Section 4.3.  This section reviews the details of the design decisions and actual 

implementation.   

LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that is written diagrammatically.  

Functions are placed on a block diagram and data is passed by “wiring” data sources to the 

required function inputs.  Typically data is passed by value, meaning that wire branches make 

distinct copies of data and that values must be written back to containers after modification.  A 

key exception to understand in this chapter is that IMAQ Img containers for image data are 

always passed by reference.  This means that Img wire branches all refer to the same single copy 

of data, and operations on these references affect the original directly.  Block diagrams of key 

functional and algorithmic components are covered in this section. 

 

B.1 Execution Flow 

The process steps described in Section 4.1 are covered in detail here.  A significant note 

about the data processing is that all the algorithms performed serially on a captured image could 

not be completed within the short time window defined by the camera frame rate.  The 

processing was pipelined, meaning that each algorithm performed its function in parallel during a 
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single loop iteration, queuing its result to be processed by the next algorithm during the next loop 

iteration, shown conceptually in Figure B-1.  This means that the results were delayed by a few 

iterations, but the execution could sustain the camera frame rate.  An approximate 100 ms 

processing delay is not significant in terms of slow moving temperature changes. 

 

 

Figure B-1: Concept of process pipelining to split lengthy tasks 

 

B.1.1 Image Capture 

The FPA camera was packaged with an industry standard Camera Link interface.  To 

transfer the images from the FPA camera to the computer, a commercial video capture card 

which had a LabVIEW API for the driver was used.  A convenient wrapper function was created 

to provide a simple function for the main application to acquire images from the camera, shown 

in Figure B-2. 
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Figure B-2: Image acquisition from the Camera Link driver queue 

 

B.1.2 Image Manipulation 

Every time an image frame is captured, it is put into the ImgFrame class object described 

in Section B.2.1, along with the most recently taken background image.  Background subtraction 

is performed as shown below in Figure B-3 and the resulting image is also stored in the class 

object. 
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Figure B-3: Performing background subtraction 

 

After background subtraction, the resulting image is normalized and again stored in the 

ImgFrame class object’s private data. 
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Figure B-4: ImgFrame class method for normalization 

 

The normalization algorithm itself discussed in Section 4.1.3 is called from the class 

method shown in Figure B-4.  The code for the histogram method is shown below in Figure B-5. 
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Figure B-5: Image normalization algorithm 

 

At this point the normalized image needs only a more specific region of interest (ROI) 

defined before the absorption curve can be resolved.  The ImgFrame class method for finding the 

region of interest shown in Figure B-6 contains two main functional steps to complete. 
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Figure B-6: Class method for determining the region of interest (ROI)  

 

The main functions in this class method are Get Row Averages.vi, shown in Figure B-7, 

and Find High-Value Rows.vi, shown in Figure B-8.  Together these functions determine the 

height and position of the region of interest.  The full width of the image is used since this is the 

domain of the absorption spectra.  A demonstration of this somewhat lengthy algorithm is 

covered in Section 4.1.4.  
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Figure B-7: Calculating the average row values for the ROI algorithm 
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Figure B-8: Determining the ROI edge threshold, as illustrated graphically in Figure 4-6 

 

Finally, resolving the absorption curve consists of taking the pixels inside the region of 

interest and averaging each column.  The code for this is shown below in Figure B-9. 
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Figure B-9: Resolving the absorption curve from the processed image 

 

B.1.3 Absorption Edge Detection 

Having produced the absorption curve, tracking the absorption edge is done using the 

inflection point method described in Section 4.3.  The algorithm for detecting the inflection point 

is shown in Figure B-10. 
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Figure B-10: Determination of the absorption curve inflection point 

 

The inflection point pixel position is converted to a wavelength with the simple linear 

scale determined by the calibration procedure discussed in Section 4.2.  The wavelength is 

converted to a temperature using the polynomial relation defined by Equation 4-1 discussed in 

Section 4.3.  

 

B.2 Main Classes 

The software application used object oriented classes for image objects, process queues, 

and scales to convert between pixel position, wavelength, and temperature.  This was done to 

encapsulate logic and data, and to provide a parent for variations of child classes. 
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B.2.1 Image Frame, ImgFrame.lvclass 

The image frame class provides a container for the required data and image processing 

methods for each image frame acquired by the LWBE IR instrument. 

All needed information is encapsulated in a single class object instance: the raw image, 

the background image, images in various stages of processing, the defined region of interest, and 

the original image timestamp.  These data items are presented in Figure B-11. 

Additionally, each of the needed image processing operations is encapsulated as methods 

of this class: background subtraction, normalization, auto-detection of the region of interest, and 

returning the final absorption curve.  The list of class methods is shown in Figure B-12.  All of 

these methods can operate on several different image representations (U16, Single, etc).  The 

image representation for a frame is configured in its private data.  It is specified during 

initialization using the Create.vi method shown in Figure B-13. 
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Figure B-11: Private data elements of ImgFrame class 
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Figure B-12: Functional methods of ImgFrame class 
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Figure B-13: Creation of an image frame object 

 

B.2.2 Integrated Image Frame, IntegratedFrame.lvclass 

The integrated frame class is a child of ImgFrame class.  It is used when a weak signal 

necessitates integrating multiple frames over time.  It uses a floating point representation for the 

image pixel values to ensure combining multiple images does not overflow an integer 

representation.  It inherits all the data elements from ImgFrame, and also has a count of the 

frames that have been integrated, as shown in Figure B-14. 

Figure B-15 lists the class methods for IntegratedFrame.  The integrated frame class also 

inherits the same methods from ImgFrame, which it uses since they also handle floating point 

representation of images.  IntegratedFrame also includes the Add Frame.vi method, which adds 
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the image pixel values from a new ImgFrame object to its own images, accumulating them over 

time.  This process is shown in Figure B-16. 

 

 
Figure B-14: Private data elements of IntegratedFrame class 

 
 

 

Figure B-15: Functional methods of IntegratedFrame class 
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Figure B-16: Integrating image data over multiple frames with the Add Frame.vi method 

 

B.2.3 Queues of Image Frames, ImgQueues.lvclass 

Queues are used to pass image frame objects between processing modules in the 

pipelined architecture described conceptually in Figure B-1.  They are also used to hold a pool of 

preallocated ImgFrame and IntegratedFrame class objects, as shown in Figure B-17.  The class 

methods are listed in Figure B-18. 
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Figure B-17: Private data elements of ImgQueues class 

 

 

Figure B-18: Functional methods of ImgQueues class 
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The Create.vi class method is where preallocation of the image frame objects is done, 

shown in Figure B-19.  Preallocating the memory space for a pool of image objects is needed to 

prevent constantly making run-time requests to the memory manager for the large blocks of 

memory required by images.  This moves that inherently slow process to the initialization phase 

of the application to ensure image processing throughput. 

 

 

 

Figure B-19: Creation of the process queues and preallocation of image object pools 
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B.2.4 Pixel, Wavelength, and Temperature Relation, MultiScale.lvclass 

The MultiScale class provides the translation between pixel column position and its 

corresponding spectral wavelength and calculated temperature.  Its private data consists of three 

parallel arrays, as shown in Figure B-20.  The list of class methods is shown in Figure B-21. 

 

 

Figure B-20: Private data elements of the MultiScale class 

 

 

Figure B-21: Functional methods of the MultiScale class 
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Upon creation of the class object the Pixels array is populated with the range of pixel 

columns, 0 to 319 in our case.  The calibration routine described in Section 4.2 is used to 

generate a linear relation between the pixel column indices and spectral wavelengths.  The 

MultiScale class is updated with this relation using the Update WL Scale.vi method shown in 

Figure B-22. 

 

 

 

Figure B-22: Population of the wavelength relation to pixel position in the MultiScale class 

 

Since the wavelength to temperature relation is defined mathematically by the published 

results discussed in Section 4.3, the class object can immediately be updated with this final 

relationship using the Update Temp Scale.vi method shown in Figure B-23. 
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Figure B-23: Calculation of temperature relation to wavelength and pixel position 

 

Finally, when the inflection point is found using the algorithm discussed in Section 0, the 

resulting pixel column position (index) can be converted to wavelength or temperature using the 

Get Interpolated Value.vi class method shown in Figure B-24. 
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Figure B-24: Retrieving corresponding values for pixel, wavelength, or temperature 

 

B.3 Pipelined Processing Modules 

As discussed in Section B.1, the lengthy analysis process was distributed across several 

processing modules and data was pipelined between the modules.  The first was the image 

acquisition loop shown in Figure B-25.  Images are acquired from the camera, placed in 

ImgFrame objects along with the most recent background image, and send to the image 

processing loop. 
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Figure B-25: Image acquisition loop 

 

Performing the image processing was done in another loop, shown in Figure B-26.  In the 

case that images are being integrated over time, the incoming ImgFrame objects are accumulated 

into the IntegratedFrame object.  Once the integration time has expired, the result is then 

processed in the same manner as the singe frame ImgFrame objects before being passed to the 

next loop. 
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Figure B-26: Image processing loop, with cases for integrating frames over time 

 

Finally, the absorption curve is resolved, the inflection point is determined, and the 

corresponding temperature and wavelength are calculated.  These steps are shown in Figure 

B-27.  This completes the processing and analysis for a single image frame. 
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Figure B-27: Absorption edge detection and results display 
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